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Abstract
Software energy consumption of mobile terminal plays an important role in the continuous duty and stability of mobile
business. Here an energy management model is built based on a multi-layer software structure and is described as a multivariable function of energy consumption. The relation between software characteristics and energy consumption is discussed
and analysed. Moreover the paper presents an optimal energy model by BP neural network for mobile software management,
and lists the solving steps. The BP neural network can extract the component number from multi-layer software structure to
optimize the energy consumption by multi-inputs. Lastly an experiment is designed for illustration and the results verify the
proposed model, which can optimize the complex software energy by adaptive neurons and deduce the complexity of energy
modelling.
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1. Introduction
Along with society's progress and the rapid development of
economy, energy problem has been more and more serious,
and the energy crisis has become the focus of the whole
social attention (Bai et al, 2014). Now the idea of energy
saving has been deeply rooted in the hearts of the people.
Ranging from study, work to life, nearly everything is closely
related to our energy consumption, especially by all kinds of
mobile terminal (Li et al, 2011) (Li et al, 2013). Although
mobile application has made our lives easier, but the power
consumption problem and too short running time of
intelligent terminal still plague us today (Wang et al, 2014),
which is often required to run light weight mobile
service(Ruiz-Martinez, et al, 2014).
As the energy consumption of mobile terminal, it mainly
composes of two kinds of energy consumers, namely
hardware and software. Among all kinds of hardware in
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mobile terminal, the core and CPU consume most energy,
and gain most attention. Bolla et al (2014) studied the energy
adaptation in multi-core software routers, and Mishra et al
(2014) designed an energy-efficient voltage scheduling for
multi-core processors with software controlled dynamic
voltage scaling.
In fact, all energy consumed in core or CPU comes from all
kinds of software running in mobile terminal (Bolla et al,
2014), so some researches on energy consumption of
software are appeared. Zhu et al (2013) proposed a highperformance and energy-efficient mobile web browsing on
big/little systems, and Zhao et al (2015) studied a multidomain control scheme for Diffserv QoS and energy saving
consideration in software-defined flexible optical networks.
Xing et al (2015) analysed the energy efficiency retrofit
scheme for hotel buildings using eQuest software, and made
a case study from Tianjin, China.
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In energy consumption control of software, different software
consume energy differently, and the software architecture of
mobile terminate is complex composing of many different
software. Different researchers built different models from
each other. For example, Karmellos et al (2015) built a multiobjective software model for optimal prioritization of energy
efficiency measures in buildings, Li et al (2012) presented an
application of mobile agent model in mobile payment, Li et
al (2013) modelled a middleware architecture for price
comparison service on mobile phones, and Peng et al (2014)
put forward a layered context-aware agent for mobile
applications based on user needs hierarchy.
Generally the main function of mobile e-commerce software
is to keep the stable operation of commerce business and fit
the need of users, and lightweight software is welcomed in
mobile e-commerce research, such as Android development
(Liu et al, 2012). Therefore function, stability, energy
consumption of mobile software form a multi-objective
function. For example, Song et al (2014) considered an
environmental psychology perspective for application
discoverability and user satisfaction in mobile application
stores, and Sun et al (2014) researched the mobile business
value network and model construction. Therefore, it is
difficult to optimize the energy consumption of mobile
software by traditional mathematical model or algorithm, and
artificial intelligent algorithm maybe helpful. Bai et al (2014)
built a predictive model of energy cost in steelmaking
process based on BP neural network.
This article studies the energy consumption problem of
mobile terminal software, and the whole paper is organized
as follows. Section 1 reviews related researches. Section 2
puts forward a multi-level energy consumption model of
mobile terminal software, and classifies different software
according to their function and architecture level. Section 3
builds a nonlinear function relationship between software
energy consumption and their characteristics, and solves the
total energy consumption model of mobile terminal software
architecture by BP neural network algorithm. Section 4
designs a numerical experiment to verify the proposed
model. Section 5 draws some interesting conclusions and
forecasts the future works.

2. Energy Consumption Model
of Mobile Terminal Software
Mobile terminal software is often lightweight and is
operating at all kinds of non-standard mobile terminals to
meet different business requirements. The mobile terminal
software can help terminal operators and service providers to
dispose and defragment all kinds of business and
recommendations. Mobile terminal software gathers and

drives mobile terminal requirements by multi-level
architecture, and processes and interchanges business data by
their communications. Mobile terminal software is
technology neutral, which means its data interactions and
recommendations intended for terminal users across the
multi-level technology platforms, operating systems and
middleware layers.
The common mobile terminal software architecture is shown
in Figure 1 and there are 4 levels play an important role in
the mobile terminal system. The lowest bottom is platform
layer with hardware driver, protocol stack and operating
system, and is the basis of the whole mobile terminal
software. GUI level runs on the Operating System
Abstraction Layer (OSAL) and the Protocol Stack
Abstraction Layer (PSAL). PSAL refers to the set of protocol
in each layer of network, and reflects a network file transfer
process. OSAL, PSAL, and Device Abstraction Layer (DAL)
are all located at the interface layer between the operating
system kernel and hardware circuit layer. The highest layer
composes of all kinds of applications, such as phonebook,
call, SMS, set and so on.

Figure 1. Software structure of mobile terminate.

The multi-layer software system is mainly to fit the need of a
variety of users including business managers, operators and
customers, but all these users have their own requirements
with respect to the mobile system. To balance these concerns
and demonstrate their requirements result in the complex
system structure. This implies that multi-layer architecture
involves a broad variety of concerns to be dealing with, and
every layer has a unique nature.
Apparently different software in the structure consumes
energy different from each other, and their importance is also
different. Generally energy consumption modelling of multilayer software structure can be described as a linear
regression method, mainly considering the software
characteristics in different layer. Assuming that there is n
software with multi-layer structure, the total energy
consumption E can be described as a multi-variable linear
function relationship between different software and their
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energy consumption models as follows

E = a1 + a2 b1 + a3 b2 + ... + a n +1bn

(1)

Where E is the software energy consumption, a1 is the
software initialization of the consumption of energy, bn is the
software characteristic value which is associated with energy
consumption of mobile software, the value of an represents
the parameter of the characteristics of various software.
More generally the device driver, protocol stack, operating
system, OSAL, PSAL, and DAL come from different
designers with different design characteristics, meaning the
relationship between energy consumption and software
structure are affected by many factors and characteristics.
Hence the relationship between the energy consumption of
software and software characteristics in different level can be
modelled as a nonlinear function relation, and we can get a
new structure model of energy consumption as equation(2) .

E s = A × T = f ( B) × T = f ( L, C , Rc , Rw , DC ) × T

(2)

In the above formula, Es is the consumption of software and
A is the average power consumption. Also, T is the software
running time and B is some software metrics associated with
power consumption characteristics of software. f is a
nonlinear function between the power consumption of
software and software-related measurement features.
The established way for software structure to reduce the
structural complexity is to separate the nonlinear function
because different software consumes power nonlinearly,
and some software will cost power greatly in a certain
environment. The nonlinear energy function shows that all
concerns are addressed by different parameter modelling
and describes the dynamics performance of energy
consumption from separate points of view with the various
concerns.
However, the nonlinear relationship between software
system structure characteristics and software energy
consumption is difficult to be solved by traditional
algorithm. In order to solve the nonlinear relationship more
accurately, choosing a reasonable and effective artificial
intelligent method is very necessary. In machine learning
and many sciences, artificial neural networks (ANNs) are
very popular inspired from biological neural networks
where there is a family of nervous systems for statistical
learning as the brain. ANNs can be used to estimate or
approximate the energy functions of mobile software
depending on generally unknown multi-inputs. Hence, the
BP neural network is introduced in the next section to
model the energy consumption problem of mobile terminal
software.
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3. The BP Neural Network for
Energy Optimization
3.1. The Fitting Process of Nonlinear
Function
Neural networks are artificial intelligent algorithm similar to
biological neural networks such as performing functions
collectively and in parallel by the units, different from
traditional algorithm where there is a clear definition of
subtasks to be assigned with various units. The BP neural
network is one of the most popular neural networks and
refers to artificial intelligent models employed in statistics
and cognitive psychology. Especially in modern software
research and development, the artificial neural networks
approach inspired by biology developed toward a more
practical approach based on statistics and probability
processing. In these software systems, neural networks or
parts of neural networks can be taken as an artificial neurons
or components in larger software systems to integrate both
adaptive and non-adaptive metrics. Generally BP neural
network approach is more suitable for these software
modelling and real-world problem solving, and it structure is
shown as figure.2.

Figure 2. Structure of BP neural networks.

As we can see from it, BP neural networks are generally
presented as systems of interconnected neurons, as circles in
figure 1, to compute values from multi-inputs, and are
capable of machine learning and pattern recognition due to
their adaptive structure. There are three layers of nodes,
including input layer, medial layer and output layer, and has
little to do with the traditional algorithm models. As a BP
neural network to carry on the fitting, L is the lines of
effectively software code, C is component quantity, Rc is
average complexity of component interface, the Rw is average
path complexity, DC is the average component coupling. On
the basis of the characteristics of software structure,
modelling method of energy consumption level is divided
into the following five steps:
(1) Assuming that there is a nonlinear function relationship
between energy consumption and software characteristics of
structure level.
(2) Describing the aspects of system structure and the energy
consumption characteristics of software, and classifying
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software by the following five characteristics: effective lines
of code, number of components, the average complexity of
component interface, the average path complexity, and the
average component coupling.
(3) Choosing reasonable measurement methods to evaluate
these indexes as number of code line, number of components,
the average complexity of component interface, the average
path complexity, and the average component coupling.
(4) Comparing the power consumption with the set of
benchmark programs, which can be measured according to
the formula (1) then it is concluded the average power
consumption during the software running value.

P = Es / T

(3)

(5) Training the BP neural network to fit the input values of
the nonlinear correlation functions f for each software
structure level and different characteristics measurements,
and output the optimized average power for the whole mobile
software system.
In the training process of BP neural network, it is needed to
realize nonlinear fitting of the specific process.
For large sample program of 4 layers software structure, 5
kinds of characteristics (effective lines of code, member
number, the average complexity of component interface, the
average path complexity, and the average component
coupling) were measured from these software. Resulted five
values of software metric depict the pre-processing
characteristics of energy, and are fed into the BP neural
network as the input values after processing.
3.2. Solving Steps of the BP Neural
Network
After getting effective structure characteristic measurements,
it is necessary to further determine the structure of the BP
neural network, and factors to be considered including the
neural network learning rate, approximation error, the rate of
convergence and memory footprint etc.
(1) The number of hidden layer. The number of hidden layer
determines the error of the BP network, but too much number

of hidden layer would make the network structure more
complicate and increase the tendency of network training
time and the fitting. A three layers BP network can be
completed as any dimensional mapping from n to m.
Therefore, according to the characteristics of mobile
software, the number of hidden layer is determined as 1.
(2) The number of hidden layer nodes. For BP neural
network, number of hidden layer nodes plays a great role on
BP network performance. It is typical of us to determine the
node number of hidden layer by the following empirical
formula n:

n = a+b +i

(4)

Among them, a is input layer node number, b is the output
layer node number, and i is the constant between 1 and 10.
(3) The identification of functions of each layer. As the BP
neural network for single hidden layer, broadly speaking, the
transfer functions of input layer and hidden layer are tansig
function, and the transfer function of the output layer is
purelin function. As trainlm function, its convergence speed
and the approximation error can achieve satisfactory results
when the node number of hidden layer is 11 which can be
found through many experiments. So, the training function of
BP neural network is trainglm, and the hidden layer node
number of training function is 11.
After determining the various parameters，the network
algorithm can be solved and tested. Through a large number
of sample data inputs, the weights of BP neural network w1，
w2 and threshold b1, b2 can be gotten when error reaches a
predefined precision.

4. Experiment and Analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model
based on multi-layer characteristics of software energy
consumption, this paper adopts several experimental
programs containing common multi-media web file, MP3 file
and decoding program, which is very popular in mobile
terminal.

Table 1. The level table of the mobile software.
Software Level
1
2
3
4

Software
hardware driver, protocol stack and operating system
OSAL, PSAL, and DAL
GUI
phonebook, call, sms, set and so on

First, this work distributes the software into 4 levels with
different characteristics of energy consumption as description
in Table 1. The 4 levels of software are in accordance with

Description
Obligatory, low power
Obligatory, but power-wasting
Optional, but power-wasting
Optional, partly power-wasting

Number of Software
3
3
3
3

the structure in Figure 1 as mentioned above. Then there are
3 software in 4 levels respectively used to calculate the
energy performance in the last column of table 1. Running a
sample programs on simulation experiment platform Matlab
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7.0, the sample process energy consumption values of E can
be gotten, and E will serve as the output value of the BP
neural network.
Second, after determining the specific structure of the BP
neural network, the experiment includes the number of
hidden layer, hidden layer node number and transfer function
of hidden layer and output layer transfer function, etc. After
inputting sample applications of software, the different
measured characteristics value and energy consumption
values can be calculated to train the BP neural network and
determine the weights of BP neural network and threshold of
hidden layer. The expected energy output and optimized
energy output are shown in Figure 3.
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In Figure3 and figure 4, target application software can be
applied to predict the energy consumption and optimize the
actual energy consumption at about 18% (0.5/0.6 in Figure
2). The BP neural network has good numerical
approximation, and it can approximate any nonlinear
function in math with higher fitting degree.
When new software (software 3 in figure 4) begins to work,
the energy requirement is also risen, and the neural network
can also optimize it. Though the boot-strap energy of the
software 2 is about 30% (0.9/0.6 in Figure 3), the energy still
is lower than the boot stage and reaches a stable value at
about 0.4. At the same time the software 1 remains a totally
down tendency as shown in Figure 4.
To observe the learning process of neural network, a specific
environment experiment is made in this section to show the
training results in figure 5 and 6. It is not hard to see that
there is a certain correlation between each lever of energy
consumption and training of neurons, and the most obvious
characteristics is the layer 3 change greatly which is on
behalf of the effective energy adjusting of GUI.

Figure 3. Total energy output.

As we can see, there is a boot-strap at the starting up of
mobile terminal, then the whole energy keeps at a stable
value about 0.6-0.8 of expected value, but the optimized
energy is lower than it at about 0.4-0.6. Therefore inputting
the characteristics of target program to the trained BP neural
network, the energy consumption is optimized. When
time=100, another mobile software begin to run, as shown
the Software 2 in Figure 4. The BP neural network can get
the predictive value of energy consumption, and then
compare with the actual energy consumption of target
program, to optimize the software running and lessen energy
consumption.

Figure 5. Training of Neuron.

The software layer introduced by this paper shows different
characteristics of energy consumption according to different
software layer, for example software 4 cost the maximum
energy as 0.75. The software structure of a mobile terminal
system represents an overall energy vision for neural
optimization which can justify what it should do and how it
should do it.

Figure 4. Energy of Software.
Figure 6. Energy of Software layer.
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In figure 6, this division with 4 software layers should be
separated from its implementation, so the layer 1 and layer 2
keep stable in the whole process which is the operational
basic of the mobile terminal. The 4-layers of structure
assumes the role of keeper to the vision, then the upper layer
such as layer 3 and layer 4 in figure 6 can make sure that
additional software needed by the user are in line with the
software structure, preventing higher energy consumption at
the same time.
Form the experiment above, apparently the level-based
energy optimization approach proposed in this study can
effectively to measure the energy design of mobile app and
service performance. It can also help us to evaluate and
choose appropriate software projects in the design stage.
Different mobile terminals and other devices can also take
advantage of the energy information in early research and
development to understand and optimize the energy
mechanism to improve mobile application.

5. Conclusions
This paper describes the energy problem of mobile terminal
as a function fitting method, and establishes a multi-layer
model of energy consumption. Then the simulation
experiments are designed to verify the nonlinear function
relationship between software characteristic and energy
consumption. The future work is to further research these
software characteristics and optimization problem of energy
consumption for more kinds of mobile software.
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